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Mission

The world is constantly changing, confronting us with 
complex challenges. As a young team, we feel the 
responsibility to be part of the solution. Therefore our 
mission is to contribute to a sustainable future. By 
creating purpose-driven content, we translate complex 
ideas into compelling stories.

Accelerate transitions
through visual storytelling
The media production company 
that visualizes your change journey.



We are visual storytellers and combine our 
technical knowledge with our creative skills.

Values we provide Co-operation 
Together with you, we work on complex issues to 
visualize the right story for your target audience

Authenticity
We dive deep into your questions to tell your 
story through custom-made content

Versatility
We’ve got a multidisciplinary team with all 
sort of skills under the same roof

Knowledge 
With our various backgrounds in the 
technical/engineer field, we have a lot of 
knowledge to solve various complex issues

Creativity 
Together with our knowledge and versatility 
within the team we provide a crazy range of creativity



Workflow

Determine
Together, we discuss your ultimate goal and establish the context

Analyse
We analyse the possibilities

Conceptualise
Our team proposes a concept and planning for the project

Produce
This is where the concept turns into reality

Implement
We provide the oppotunity to implement the content

Our projects are carried out according to a co-creative process.
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Personal Responsibilities
Our team consists of young creatives with different backgrounds. We are proud of
our unique team composition consisting of entrepreneurs, engineers and designers.

Offshore Engineer
Sales & finance

Gilles
Biomechanical Engineering 
Human resources

Thomas A.
Maritime Engineer
Operations

Thomas W.
Industrial design engineer
Creative Director

Alex
Transformation designer 
Head of design

Eva

Film director
Head of Productions

Koen Claartje
Journalism 
Creative copywriter

Interaction designer 
Animation director

Freek
Film director
Creative producer

Daan
Audiovisual designer
Creative producer

Dewi



Questions?
This document is just a brief introduction of our team and services. 
We are always open to new challenges and would be happy to 
welcome you to our Delft office to exchange ideas.

If you have any questions, comments or suggestions, 
please feel free to contact us at:

info@qvcreative.nl +31 (0)6 19 1498 93


